Like Swallow Flying
DUET

Lyric by EDWARD PAULTON
Myrianne and Charles

Music by JEAN BRIQUET and ADOLF PHILIPP

Allegretto

(Myr.) Dear-est you're a-bout to
marry (Chas.) But not with the one I wish to wed,
You give me to your friend; (M) No, dear, I on-ly lend.
Long with her you must not
tarry, Come back soon to me. (C) A-live or dead! (M) Like
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swallow home-ward fly! (C) On my aer-o-plane re-ly I'll head for
you—My heart still true. (M) Don't jest, I pray
(C) It's just my way (M) An-o-ther girl will be your
wife. (C) It's just a tem-po-ra-ry tie, It's not for
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quasi recit.

life! (M) The homing birds exemplify our

collae voce

case, (C) The swallows know the old time dwelling place.

Tempo I

(M) Like Swallow flying, flying, flying from a sojourning o'er the

(C) Swallow flying, sojourning o'er the
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sea; With love undying, love undying I'll steer my course for thee. In your dear
sea;

Dying, Love undying I'll steer my course for thee.

arms I'll find a greeting, In absent hours I'll think of this. Of all the
I'll find greeting, Think of this. Of all the

joys that in our meeting Concentrate in one long kiss. Like swallows kiss.
joys that in our meeting Concentrate in one long kiss. kiss.
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